Thank you for attending my Senior Recital
My four years at Arizona State University studying under David Britton has been life changing. I will be attending Manhattan School of Music in New York City for my graduate studies in the fall of 2018.
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- Mandoline - Faure
- En Sourdine - Faure
- Green - Faure
- A Shropshire Lad - Butterworth
  - Loveliest of Trees
  - When I Was One and Twenty
  - Look Not Into My Eyes
  - Think No More
  - The Lads In Their Hundreds
  - Is My Team Ploughing

- 10 Minute Intermission -

- Der Vogelfänger bin ich ja – Mozart
- Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen – Mozart
- Papageno’s Suicide Aria – Mozart
- Lucky To Be Me – Bernstein
- Be Prepared – Lehrer
- They Call The Wind Mariah – Loewe
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